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Engineers from RMIT have produced a prototype of a biosensor that can detect COVID-19 and its variants. Created in conjunction ...
Australian engineers have developed an instant COVID-19 sensor
Silvester joined OmniSci in 2019 as Director of Engineering and has played a key role in building ... and has been instrumental in furthering our mission to make analytics instant, powerful and ...
OmniSci Promotes Pey Silvester to Vice President of Engineering
The Wellness Kitchen is stocked with spring water infused with fruit; colleagues chat with each other on S-Chat, the company’s in-house instant messenger ... Ava is a queer 30-something engineer who ...
‘The Very Nice Box’ is a very funny office satire
Cognitive neuroscientist Dr Christian Jarrett joins us on these episodes of our podcasts Instant Genius and Instant Genius Extra.
Instant Genius Podcast: Personality change, with Dr Christian Jarrett
These 10 devices were the most influential phones to stir up the market over the years thanks to their design, features, and impact.
The most influential phones of all time: Phones that had a lasting impact
Advertisement At South Korean university, now using a toilet can pay for your coffee or buy you snacks. Yes, you read that right. Cho Jae-weon, an urban and environmental engineering professor at the ...
This South Korean Toilet Turns Human Faeces Into Power And Pays The Students That Use It
Apple iPhone, iPad users have a new bug to worry about. WiFi networks with a specific name could completely disable the device's ability to connect via WiFi. The new bug has been spotted by an ...
iPhone, iPad owners, beware! Connecting to this WiFi network could ruin your device. Here's why
The Eurostars project will combine Epipole’s patented handheld video ophthalmoscope technology with Statumanu’s AI software, which can assess images of the blood vessels in the retina to provide ...
Epipole starts on project to diagnose intracranial pressure
Police said a scam of this kind is a social engineering tactic that entails ... and bank account information with the promise of instant wealth, gifts, marriage, or lucrative business ...
Don’T Fall Prey To Romance Scams
Engineering concerns itself with the design ... Remes highlights a study in The Instant Mood Fix that shows what happens when our self-control becomes depleted. In the study, participants were ...
Exploring the links between self-control and wellbeing
But for others, re-engineering is needed to take full advantage of instant payments for corporates. From the connections between banks’ payments engines and local schemes and intelligent routing ...
Shifting payments paradigms: Making instant cross border payments work for corporates
“Digital engineering is a significant market opportunity, and this acquisition will provide instant access to a fast-growing business with an impressive client roster, and more than 300 ...
LTI to acquire digital engineering firm Cuelogic
Video of the building's collapse showed floor after floor crumbling in an instant, creating a massive ... A structural engineering report on the Champlain Towers South condo details numerous ...
What Led To The Florida Condo Collapse? Here's What We Know So Far
Digital Engineering is a significant market opportunity, and this acquisition will provide instant access to a fast- growing business with impressive client roster, and more than 300 employees, the ...
L&T Infotech to Procure Digital Engineering Major Cuelogic
Digital Engineering is a significant market opportunity, and this acquisition will provide instant access to a fast-growing business with impressive client roster, and more than 300 employees.
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